Looped and Tortuous Ulnar Artery – An Erratic Unilateral Vascular Presentation in the Proximal Forearm
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ABSTRACT
Precise and detailed knowledge of possible anatomical variations of the arterial pattern in the upper extremity is vital during reparative surgery in this region. Scientific literatures witnessed several reports on variant origin and branching pattern of ulnar artery. But report on looped and tortuous ulnar artery is lacking in the literature. We report here a unique case of ulnar artery having double loop at its commencement giving it an appearance of sigmoid shape and its undue tortuous course in the forearm. Such an unusual and unpredictable variation of ulnar artery is vulnerable for life threatening hemorrhage during clinical approaches. It could also lead to misinterpretation of CT scans as presence of tumours. Awareness on such exceptional anatomical discrepancy of ulnar artery is important to clinicians, neuroradiologists and radiologists in general.

CASE REPORT
During routine cadaveric dissection of cubital fossa, we noticed normal termination of brachial artery into radial and ulnar arteries. However, on tracing ulnar artery, we observed abrupt looping pattern at its commencement. Due to presence of loops, the ulnar artery appeared to be sigmoid shaped and kinked at two points at the site of its origin. The proximal bend was U-shaped with the concavity upwards, while distal bend was inverted U-shaped with the concavity downwards. Further probe into its course on the forearm revealed normal deeper course beneath the superficial flexor muscles of forearm with remarkable tortuous course at proximal part of the forearm [Table/Fig-1]. Nevertheless, its distal course and entire branching pattern was unremarkable. The course of ulnar nerve remained normal as expected with respect to ulnar artery. No other vascular abnormalities were found in the affected limb and this unilateral arterial variation was found on the right upper limb of an adult human corpse aged about 60 years.

DISCUSSION
Variant vascular patterns in the upper extremity have gained much clinical attention and have been subject of anatomical studies because of their higher prevalence. Though there is sufficient number of reports on clinically significant vascular variations in the scientific literature, an unusual appearance of ulnar artery with the presentation of abrupt looping and tortuous course at proximal forearm is hardly ever reported.

Ulnar artery is the largest terminal branch of brachial artery given off in the cubital fossa. On its further course, it lies beneath the superficial flexor muscles of forearm in the proximal third of forearm and in the distal two third of forearm it descends vertically downwards with the sub fascial course [1]. Throughout its course in the forearm it doesn’t present any looping or tortuous pattern. Two major clinically significant anatomical variations of ulnar artery as reported by Rodriguez et al., in their extensive study of variations of arterial pattern in the upper limb are: (a) superficial brachio-ulnar artery in which high origin of ulnar artery either from axillary or from upper segment of brachial artery followed by its subsequent superficial course. In an estimation, this prevalence accounts for 4.2%; and (b) brachioulnar artery in which high origin of ulnar artery was associated with normal course along the forearm and hand. This variant form of the ulnar artery accounts for 0.26% of incidence [2]. Looped and tortuous course of ulnar artery is rarest of its anatomical variation. Tortuosity of ulnar artery at distal forearm and hand has been reported [3-5].

In the present case, a peculiar morphology of ulnar artery with the abrupt loops at its site of origin and tortuous course in proximal forearm without any other associated malformations or lesion of neighboring structures were seen. It was believed previously that the individuals with a family history of tortuous blood vessels are vulnerable to be affected by aneurysms and blood clots due to tortuous arteries [6,7]. Mahajan et al., however deny such assumptions while reporting a case of distal tortuous ulnar artery without any symptoms of aneurysms [5].

Exact cause for the unusual tortuosity of arteries is not clear. However, pathologies in the normal ongoing repair of arteries is said to be a probable cause for tortuosity. This altered mechanism would also result in tendency to pool and clot the blood at the bends of the loops of the arterial lane. Abnormal tortuosity or looping of artery may also be due to genetic or other ill conditions as in atherosclerosis, hypertension and also disease in which thickening of the arteries occur [8,9].

Uncommon looping and tortuous arteries in the upper limb not only result in dangerous and problematic surgical approaches but also mislead the clinician in the interpretation of CT scans as a solid mass or tumours [5]. Further, looped or tortuous vessels are
vulnerable to get punctured or perforated easily in interventional procedures.

Ulnar artery could also be a vessel of choice for cardiac catheterization, provided special care is taken to avoid complications during puncture [10]. This attempt is contra-indicatory in the present variant form of ulnar artery due to presence of multiple bends. In recent years, ulnar artery is gaining much importance for the percutaneous coronary intervention when the radial approach seems to be unsuitable for various reasons [11]. The ulnar artery is also preferred by the neuroradiologists for the cerebral angiography in cases where the trans-radial approach is not advisable [12]. In these instances, ascertaining normal anatomy of the ulnar artery is imperative to concerned clinicians beforehand to avoid any iatrogenic injuries to the artery.

CONCLUSION

Unusual looped pattern of ulnar artery with the tortuous course could be considered as a dangerous arterial malformation that would lead to intra-arterial injections instead of vein in the cubital fossa and many other complications at times. Abrupt looping pattern and tortuous course of ulnar artery as reported in the present case would also interfere with the ulnar artery catheterization as done in the rare case of failed attempt to cannulate radial artery. Therefore, awareness on such rare anatomical discrepancy of ulnar artery is important to clinicians, neuroradiologists and radiologists in general.
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